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volume , describing some other place he ---- excavated the same year

and comparatively little t of Memphis in it, because Memphis is today

simply a pine forest. There is m practically nothing that remains at

all that, one of the m two great cities of ancient Egypt. Everybit as

great as Thebes of which we have hundreds of great idols remaining today,

all that remains of ancient Memphis just two i remain to remind us of

what there was " There is a statue of Ramases II, a statue so long it

will reach the length of this room and perhaps half as long again. It

lies there on its back and a small spinz that would perhaps go from here

to the piano , and that is all that remains of the images Rkax and idols

of ancient Memphis. How would Ezekiel ever know that this would happen

to Memphis and would not happen to Thebes. How would he know that more

kk.tk than a thousand years after his time, the Mohammedans would come

come and carry out their ideas in that particular place in Egypt . No

man could have knows. No man could have predicted. No man could have

made this specific statement about the future. God spoke through Ezekiel.

Cod gave Ezekiel a knowledge thatm no human being should have had , as a

sign and a seal that God was speaking through iki him, that this was God's

word and t* he should pay close attention to its teaching on spiritual

matters. Now, if that clock wasn't moving so fast, I would turn to

Ezekiel 2 26 and m say a litti eabout ancient t Tyre and a remarkable

prediction of Tyre, that was so strickingly told by Alexander the Great,

and of which you can see the remains today*. But I think it would be more

4ateeen interesting to give you something from the New Testament of a

similar * nature, and so I am going to g ask you to turn to Luke the 21st

chapter, And tk in Luke the 21st chapter, we find that our Lord Jesus Christ

was telling about the wolves that were coming upon Jerusalem, and in the

last half of that 24th verse of the 21st chapter he said "and He said,

Jeue Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles until the time

of the Gentiles be fulfilled." Well, now, this was a prediction which the
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